
FLASHPOINT: 3037 POCOLOGAN
15MIL SCALE



Welcome to Crow Industries and FactoruM’s first 
15mil scale Battletech gaming event!
This is a primarily narrative event, open to new and 
veteran players alike. 

Players will be dropped into one of two opposing 
forces to wage a series of narratively linked games. 
Throughout the weekend players will need to 
manage their mechs for damage as well as the 
appropriate selection for the mission at hand.

As stated above this is intended to be a narratively 
driven and thus more light hearted/less competitive 
event. Although mechwarriors are known for being 
glory hogs, any players doing so at the expense of 
their opponent’s enjoyment of the weekend will be 
‘punished’ in a suitable narrative manner. . . you 
have been warned. . . .

In addition, some attendees will be newer to the 
game than others so please be patient.

There will be no ‘podium prizes’ for this event as 
the focus will be on the team that completes their 
objectives and distinguishes themselves as 
mechwarriors in the service of one of the factions 
in the narrative.

INTRODUCTION
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Your mechs will be printed in 15mil 
scale and posted to you.

HOW IT WORKS

You have until the event to paint your 
mechs.

We play a weekend of narrative driven 
15mil scale battletech goodness in the 
awesome venue that is FactoruM!

You book your ticket to the event via 
FactoruM’s Eventbrite page

Once you’ve booked your ticket you will 
need to submit your request for which 
mechs you wish to be assigned. You 
may select up to 100 tons of era 
appropriate mechs. Consider this your 
request to the quartermaster corps. 

These request will be reviewed and 
fulfilled, however you may not receive 
the exact mechs requested. This is 
partly to balance factions but also to 
maintain the rarity of certain units. For 
example, assault mechs are rarer in 
this era and as such your request may 
be downgraded to something of less 
rarity, keep this in mind when selecting 
your mechs.
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The year is 3037, the fourth succession war is 
over and two of the great houses have 
merged to form the Federated 
Commonwealth. 

Taking this opportunity of relative peace, a 
research and development team has been 
setup in secret on the outlying world of 
Minerva in the Pocologan system, located at 
the edge of Lyran space. 

Although in it’s early stages, the work could 
provide a boon to life in the Inner Sphere for 
all.
The mechwarriors hired to guard the facilities 
are not privy to the nature of the work only 
that it is referred to as ‘Clarion’. The pay is 
good and the work is non existent. Guard duty 
on a back water, easy money.

This however is about to change. Independant
mechwarriors and Solaris jocks have been 
hired from across the Inner Sphere and 
formed into an adhoc unit by a client going by 
the name of ‘Seren’. Their mission is to raid 
Pocologan and put an end to whatever 
research is being undertaken. 
Why? Who cares, with the amount of money 
Seren has offered it’s best not to ask.

And so Pocologan will witness two 
improvised mercenary mechwarrior units 
clash for causes they are not currently 
aware of.

FLASHPOINT POCOLOGAN 
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CAMPAIGN RULES
Flashpoint Pocologan is a fully narrative event where you will be assigned to one of the two factions taking part. 
You will have to work together with your teammates on and off the field of battle to decide how best to conduct 
the operation.

-prior to the event, once you have been assigned your mechs you will also be told which faction you will be 
fighting for during the campaign.

-between games, teams are briefed of the current situation on Pocologan and must decide where they will post 
their mechs/players using a map based system.

-Damage is culminative over the weekend. Between rounds players will submit their record sheets to the TO to
ascertain what repairs can be made. This represents technicians hastily patching armour and replacing 
components of mechs aboard dropships or makeshift hangers. Mechs may also become inoperable or be forced 
to be abandoned due to damage being too great to repair. It is up to you to know when to retire the field or risk 
becoming a dispossessed mechwarrior.

-Decisions and actions made by both teams will alter the outcome of the campaign as well as the missions 
played. It is encouraged that players embrace this narrative nature to get the most out of it. ‘Power gaming’ will 
be met with suitable narrative punishments. Remember, it’s just a game and we’re all here to have a good time 
first and foremost. 
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Date: 13th November 2021
Location: FactoruM
Times:

-Saturday-
Registration 9.00-9.30
Introduction 9.30-9.45
Gaming 9.45-12.00
Lunch 12.00-1.00
Gaming 1.00-5.00

-Sunday-
Arrival 10.00-10.30
Gaming 10.30-12.00
Lunch 12.00-1.00
Gaming 1.00-2.30
Conclusion 3.00

You will need to bring on the day:
-15mil scale Mech miniatures
-Dry wipe marker (to mark record sheets)
-Dice 
(ideally a few in different colours for marking movement speeds as 
shown later in this pack) 

-Rulebook

-A pen

NOTE

We will be providing your record sheets and will have turn markers 

and rulers (more on this later in the pack).

Mech Request Submission:

Once you have purchased your ticket you can submit your request 

for which mechs you want to:

crowindustries@hotmail.co.uk

As previously mentioned you may not receive the exact mechs 

requested for balance/rarity reasons.

The deadline for requests is 22nd October. Any player who has not 

requested specific mechs by this date will be assigned mechs.

Example of request:

Player’s name:

-Wolverine WVR-6R (55 tons)

-Phoenix Hawk PXH-1 (45 tons)

Players address:

Venue information:
Unit 35/36 Deveril Rd Trading EST, BA12 7BZ Warminster

Refreshments are available on site as well as a range of gaming 
products.

For any question concerning the venue please use:
01985840038
floris@tymeagain.co.uk
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We will be using the following rules amendments to play Battletech
at 15mil scale.

MEASUREMENTS:
To increase the distances of ranges and movement for 15mil scale 
Battletech we have produced some custom rulers. Each increment is 
equal to 2 inches but will count as 1 for purposes of game play.

DEPLOYMENT:
To deploy, both sides roll a D6, the side that scores the highest must 
deploy their heaviest mech (tonnage) within 5’ of their board edge 
(unless the mission dictates an alternate deployment zone). This is 
alternated back and fore until both sides have deployed all their 
mechs.

FACING/TURNING:
To save having to use bases we will be providing turn gauges which 
can be placed by your mech at any time to ascertain facing and arcs.
To check the facing of a mech place the gauge so that the middle 
prong ends at the centre point of the mech (between it’s feet). The 
other half can then be placed behind to complete the hex.

To work out a turn it is recommended that players place their gauge 
or hold it above their mech to work out how far to turn.
Note: you do not have to complete a full turn however a partial turn 
still uses 1 point of movement.

In addition, it is not required but we recommend players magnetise 
their mechs at the waist allowing torso twisting to be indicated 
clearly. 

GAMING AT 15MIL SCALE
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LINE OF SIGHT:
Line of sight is taken from the miniature (effectively true line of 
sight). If 50% or more of the mech is obscured they receive partial 
cover. In addition, a model within less than 3 of the edge of wooded 
terrain receives cover as per the rules for wooded terrain in the 
rulebook.

GAMING AT 15MIL SCALE

15MIL SCALE MARKING MOVEMENT:
There are lots of ways to mark movement to make gameplay faster. 
We will be recommending the use of coloured dice placed behind a 
mech once it has completed it’s move.

White = Walking
Red = Running
Black = Jumping

TERRAIN:
All buildings and similar terrain will be considered solid obstacles 
and can not be moved through OR on top of.



-Attack modifiers-

-Cluster table- Weapon size

QUICK REFERANCE SHEET
Attackers move Targets move Range Cover

Stationary    +0 0-2 inches     +0 Short       +0 Partial cover +1

Walked         +1 3-4 inches     +1 Medium   +2

Ran              +2 5-6 inches     +2 Long        +4

Jumped        +3 7-9 inches     +3

10-17 inches  +4

(Jumped +1)

2D6 Left side Front/Rear Right side

2 Left torso (Crit) Centre torso (Crit) Right torso (Crit)

3 Left leg Right arm Right leg

4 Left arm Right arm Right arm

5 Left arm Right leg Right arm

6 Left leg Right torso Right leg

7 Left torso Centre torso Right torso

8 Centre torso Left torso Centre torso

9 Right torso Left leg Left torso

10 Right arm Left arm Left arm

11 Right leg Left arm Left leg

12 Head Head Head

2D6 2 4 5 6 10 15 20

2 1 1 1 2 3 5 6

3 1 2 2 2 3 5 6

4 1 2 2 3 4 6 9

5 1 2 3 3 6 9 12

6 1 2 3 4 6 9 12

7 1 3 3 4 6 9 12

8 2 3 3 4 6 9 12

9 2 3 4 5 8 12 16

10 2 3 4 5 8 12 16

11 2 4 5 6 10 15 20

12 2 4 5 6 10 15 20

15MIL SCALE
-Heat table-

Walking +1 per turn
Running +2 per turn
Jumping +1 per hex (min of 3)
Stand attempt    +1 per attempt
Weapons fire per weapon 

(on record sheet)
One engine hit +5 per turn
Two engine hits   +10 per turn -Hit locations-

-Piloting modifiers-

Damage to mech (pilot skill + modifiers) Modifier

Mech takes 20+ damage in one phase +0

Leg/foot actuator destroyed +1

Hip actuator destroyed +2

Gyro hit +3

leg destroyed Automatic fall


